
SR-17

Recognizing the duty of the Federal Government to enact evidence-based legislation within the next

decade that ensures a prosperous future through the creation of legislation regarding national matters.

IN THE SENATE OF THE AMERICAN LEGION BOYS NATION

Mr. Skrzypek of Florida submitted the following resolution;

RESOLUTION

Recognizing the duty of the Federal Government to enact evidence-based legislation within the next

decade that ensures a prosperous future through the creation of legislation regarding national matters.

Whereas the need to address environmental matters such as emissions and pollution is crucial;

Whereas this chamber must address the growing social divide in this country related to political

extremism that stems from social and economic inequality;

Whereas the criminal justice system needs reform to address federal grants and equipment transfers to

local police and to address the arrests and jailing of non-violent drug offenders;

Whereas the need to add sexual orientation as a protected class is necessary to address the growing

concerns of discrimination against those in the LGBT+ community;

Whereas the need to modernize or reorganize independent agencies of the US Government such as

NASA and the USPS is crucial to address the deficits and delays these agencies often face;

Whereas the need to find a long-term healthcare solution that benefits Americans of every economic

background Is necessary for the productivity of our nation;
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Whereas the need to address the growing mental health crisis is necessary, especially considering that

22 veterans commit suicide each day due to the mental scars they carry from war;

Whereas the need to revise laws regarding opioids is necessary to combat the ongoing opioid crisis;

Whereas this chamber must address spatial divides in this nation such as a fundamental lack of clean

water and food security in rural areas and Native American reservation;

Whereas federal infrastructure such as interstates, railways, and communication services are in

desperate need of repair along with infrastructure that receives funding from the federal government;

Whereas democratic institutions and organizations, and their facets such as public education, the free

press, and national elections, are facing great struggles and must be protected;

Whereas the need to address growing concerns over water and electrical systems in the US must be

addressed before these necessary systems are beyond disrepair;

Whereas the US must adopt a non-interventionist military policy while also condemning unprovoked

attacks on other countries around the world with the help of our allies; and

Whereas this chamber must address the ongoing border security issue and must address the treatment

of migrants at our Southern border and throughout the US: Now, therefore, be it

Resolved, That the Senate -

(1) must address the aforementioned issues facing our country within the next decade; and

(2) this Resolution is not limited to the above matters nor does it prescribe how they should be solved,

rather it acknowledges the need for improvement in a timely manner by the Federal Government.
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